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CNP: Copy Number Polymorphism

• CNPs are germ line (heritable) copy number 
variations
– Insertions – single base or larger
– Deletion – single base or larger
– Duplications

• In many cancers find CNVs in genes that are 
known to be cancer causing

• How do we identify CNVs?
• How do we differentiate the de novo somatic 

CNVs from CNPs?



ROMA: Representational Oligonucleotide 
Microarray Analysis

http://www.answers.com/topic/roma-jpg



Study Design

• Started with 4 male donors and 2 tissues
– Sperm and blood

• Then added 18 more samples as lymphoblastoid cell 
lines (LCL)

• Compare agains standard reference DNA
• Using Bgl II reduced the complexity of human genome

– Approximately 200,000 1.2kb fragments that represent 2.5% of 
the human genome

– Average spacing is 17kb
• Use a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to detect CNVs

– CNP is defined as an interval where the most probable path is 
defined by the HMM is a CNP state

• Validate CNVs with Hind III digestion and Hind III arrays



Microarray Design

• Use Bgl II restriction sites to identify fragments 
of correct size
– 200 to 1,200 bp in length

• Designed 70-mer probes that were unique and 
met the conditions of hybridization

• Nimblegen mirror directed laser photochemistry 
used to make chips

• Put 700,000 probes on eight chips
– Tested all of the probes, and eliminated all crappy 

probes
• Made one 85,000 70-mer probe chip



CNPs Identified 
• 221 CNVs (excluding 

somatic CNVs)

• 76 non-redundant CNPs

• 9 out of 12 were 
unambiguously confirmed 
by FISH

• 5 hemizygous deletions

• 4 duplications 

• 2 others CNPs confirmed 
using validation with Hind III 
arrays

• In total 11 out of 12 were 
confirmed

Science. 2004 Jul 23;305(5683):525-8. 



FISH: Fluorescence in situ Hybridization

A. Loss at 2q14

C. 1 red spot

E. Gain at 10q11.2

G. 3 red spots

I. Loss at 4p15

K. 1 red spot

M. Gain 6p25

O. 4 chr. with red spots

Q. 3 chr. with red spots

Science. 2004 Jul 23;305(5683):525-8. 
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CNP Size in Human Genome

Probability is the probability that an interval of a given length will contain 4
probes, and probabilities were determined based on the poisson distribution
of 85,000 probes in the genome. (Because CNP intervals of less than 3 probes
were disregarded as RFLPs in the Bgl II site.)

Science. 2004 Jul 23;305(5683):Suppl. 



Summary

• Copy number variations are abundant in 
the human genome
– Between any two individuals in this study 

there were 11 CNVs with an average length of 
465kb and a median length of 222kb

• Only a subset of very large CNPs

• Many more CNPs to be discovered



CNV: Copy Number Variation
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Interesting human disease CNV 
example

• Diet and the evolution of human amylase gene copy number 
variation. Nat Genet. 2007 Oct;39(10):1256-60. Epub 2007 Sep 9. 

• Perry GH, …, Stone AC.

• Starch consumption is a prominent characteristic of agricultural 
societies and hunter-gatherers in arid environments. In contrast, 
rainforest and circum-arctic hunter-gatherers and some pastoralists 
consume much less starch. This behavioral variation raises the 
possibility that different selective pressures have acted on amylase, 
the enzyme responsible for starch hydrolysis. We found that copy 
number of the salivary amylase gene (AMY1) is correlated positively 
with salivary amylase protein level and that individuals from 
populations with high-starch diets have, on average, more AMY1 
copies than those with traditionally low-starch diets. Comparisons 
with other loci in a subset of these populations suggest that the extent 
of AMY1 copy number differentiation is highly unusual. This example 
of positive selection on a copy number-variable gene is, to our 
knowledge, one of the first discovered in the human genome. Higher 
AMY1 copy numbers and protein levels probably improve the 
digestion of starchy foods and may buffer against the fitness-reducing 
effects of intestinal disease.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/utils/fref.fcgi?PrId=3094&itool=AbstractPlus-def&uid=17828263&db=pubmed&url=http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ng2123
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?Db=pubmed&Cmd=Search&Term="Perry GH"[Author]&itool=EntrezSystem2.PEntrez.Pubmed.Pubmed_ResultsPanel.Pubmed_RVAbstractPlus
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?Db=pubmed&Cmd=Search&Term="Perry GH"[Author]&itool=EntrezSystem2.PEntrez.Pubmed.Pubmed_ResultsPanel.Pubmed_RVAbstractPlus
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?Db=pubmed&Cmd=Search&Term="Stone AC"[Author]&itool=EntrezSystem2.PEntrez.Pubmed.Pubmed_ResultsPanel.Pubmed_RVAbstractPlus
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